National Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation Project

Thank you for helping with Sitka’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Count!
Please get to your count site a few minutes early to get set up!
Please fill in your name, the date, beginning and ending time, and
weather conditions (fair, rainy, sunny, very cold etc.).
Count all the bicyclists and pedestrians at your intersection under
the appropriate categories.
Count for 1 hour, in 15 minute increments.

If you have any questions, call
Sitka city planners at 747-1814.
If you signed up for a shift and
can’t make it, PLEASE find a
substitute if you can!
If you want to download another
copy of this form, it is at:

COMMON QUESTIONS:
 Do count bicyclists who ride on the sidewalk.
 Count the number of people on the bicycle, not the number of bicycles.
 Pedestrians include people in wheelchairs or using other assistive devices, children in strollers, etc. (An
adult pushing a stroller with a child in it counts as two pedestrians.)
 People using equipment such as skateboards or rollerblades should be included in the “other”
category.
 If someone walks or bikes through your intersection (including around a corner) then later walks to
bikes back, then they get counted twice –once each time they are through intersection.
Below are examples of what parts of your completed form might look like…

Intersection of Sawmill Creek Rd & Baranof St
NAME___________________________________________________ START TIME____________ END TIME_________
DATE__________________________ WEATHER____________________________________________________________
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